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positions, which could easily be held by from six to
ten men each, with a central authority at Mahmudi-
yah, which itself needs protection ; or by putting
pressure on the sheikhs concerned. The objection
to the second alternative, more especially on the
road from Baghdad to Mahmudiyah, is that the
authority of the sheikhs is said to be practically non-
existent, and the making of a nominal sheikh re-
sponsible for a section of the road is likely to induce
further outrages with the object of getting him into
trouble.
There was one continual string of caravans com-
ing in from Muscyib to Baghdad laden with wheat,
barley, and rice. Prices quoted by various people
questioned en route worked out at from Rs. 100 to
Rs, 125 a ton of barley at Museyib and from Rs. 130
to Rs, 160 delivered in Baghdad. I have only made
preliminary enquiries here, but have not yet heard
any price mentioned which is less than the above.
I was asked what price Government was prepared
to pay. As my instructions set a limit of Rs. 45 a
ton for barley and Rs. 50 per ton for wheat, I
replied that I was only on a tour of inspection to
collect information as to rates, and was not going
to make any offers just then*
April &tk, Museyib.—Visited Hindich Barrage and
collected information here. All merchants are
emphatic in asking for some permanent sign that
the Euphrates is again under settled government.
They consider that our visit will have, in fact has
already had, an excellent effect, but they earnestly
hope that it is only the precursor to the establish-
ment of some recognised occupation, whether
in force or not* Large numbers of valuable
machines and stores are said to have been looted
from the barrage, but the barrage itself is in good
order* The houses near the barrage are badly
damaged, all roofs, doors, window-frames, and

